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Abstract 
In this paper we prove some fixed point theorem in metric space by using altering distance function. 
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1 Introduction and preliminaries:  
 In 1984 M.S. Khan, M Swalech and S. Sessa [10] expanded the research of metric fixed point theory to 
a new category by introducing a control function which they called an altering distance function. 
Definition 1.1:([10])A function )1,0[: =→ ++ RRψ is analtering distance function if the following properties 
are satisfied  
 ( )1Ψ  00)( =⇔= ttψ  
 ( )2Ψ   decreasing-nonlly monotonica is  ψ  
 ( )3Ψ   contineous is  ψ  
By Ψ we denote the set of all altering distance function 
Definition 1.2: Let S be a self-mapping of a metric space dM , with a non-empty fixed point F(S), then S is 
said to satisfy the property P, )()(
nSFSF = if for each n є N   
 The following lemma given by G.Babu and P.P. Sailaja [3] will be used in the sequel in order to prove 
our main result. 
Lemma 1.3: Let dM , be a metric space, let { }nx  be a sequence in M such that 
( )[ ] 0,lim 1 =+∞→ nnn xxd      
 
If { }nx is not a Cauchy sequence in M then there is a constant 00>∈ , and the sequences of positive integers 
m(k) and n(k) with m(k) > n(k) > k such that  
( ) ( )   ,xd   and      , 0)(1-m(k)0)()( <∈≥∈ knknkm xxxd and 
1) ( )
01)(1)( ,lim =∈+−→∞ knkmk
xxd  
2) ( )   ,xd lim 0)(m(k) =∈→∞ knk x  
3) ( )   ,xd lim 0)(1-m(k) =∈→∞ knk x . 
Remark1.4: from lemma (1.3) it easy to get 
( )
01)(1)( ,lim =∈++→∞ knkmk
xxd . 
Using these control functions the authors extend the Banach contraction principle by taking Id=ψ (the 
identity mapping), in the inequality of contraction (1.5.1) of the following theorem. 
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Theorem 1.5: Let dM , be a metric space, let Ψ∈ψ and let MMS →: be a mapping which satisfies the 
following inequality  
( )[ ] ( )[ ]yxdaSySxd ,, ψψ ≤       (1.5.1) 








Beside this Jaggi[7] introduced a new contraction mapping and a fixed point through rational expression for self-
mapping which are 






, α≤  
for all x, y є X, yx ≠ and for some є[0,1) then, T has a unique fixed point in X. 
The above expansion is not valid if x = y this condition is removed by Das and Gupta[5] and proved a fixed 
point theorem for self-mapping on taking following expression. 











for all x, y є X, and for some , 	 є[0,1) , 0 <  + 	 < 1 then, T has a unique fixed point in X. 
Recently J. R. Morales and E M Rojas [16] proved altering distance function and fixed point theorem 
through rational expression, Manish Sharma and A.S. Saluja[15] proved fixed point theorem by altering distance  
In the paper we prove some fixed point and common fixed point theorems in metric spaces by using 
altering distance function. 
 
2 Main Results: 
Theorem 2.1:Let dM , be a complete metric space. Let Ψ∈ψ  and let MMS →: be a mapping which 
















































For all x, y є M, x ≠ y, and for some α, β, γ, η, δ > 0 with   + 2	 + 2 +  +  < 1 then, S has a unique fixed 






Proof: Let Mx∈ be an arbitrary point and let { }nx be a sequence defined as follows 





Now  ( ) ( )[ ]nnnn SxSxdxxd ,, 11 −+ =ψψ  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )nnnn xxdxxd ,,1 11 −+ +++≤−−− ψδγβαψηγβ  
 ( ) ( )nnnn xxdxxd ,
1
































































































from (2.1.2) we obtain ( )[ ] 0,lim 1 =+∞→ nnn xxdψ  
From the fact that Ψ∈ψ , we have ( )[ ] 0,lim 1 =+∞→ nnn xxd      (2.1.3) 
Now we will show that{ }nx  is a Cauchy sequence in M. suppose that { }nx  is not Cauchy sequence which 
means that there is a constant 0∈  such that for each positive integer k, there are positive integers m(k) and n(k) 
with m(k) >n(k) > k such that  
( ) ( )   ,xd   and      , 0)(1-m(k)0)()( <∈≥∈ knknkm xxxd   
From lemma (1.3) and Remark (1.4) we obtain  
( )
0)()( ,lim =∈∞→ knkmk
xxd        (2.1.4) 
( )   ,xd lim 01)(1m(k) =∈++∞→ knk x       (2.1.5) 
For )()(    and  knkm yyxx ==  from (2.1.1) we have 
( )[ ] ( )[ ])()(1)(1)( ,, knkmknkm SxSxdxxd ψψ =++  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )
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( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )
































Using (2.1.3), (2.1.4) and (2.1.5) we obtain  
( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]



















Since ∈  is arbitrary  ( ) ( ) ( )∈+≤∈ ψδγψ  
Since ( ) ( )1,0∈+ δγ , we get a contradiction, then{ }nx is a Cauchy sequence in the complete metric space M. 





Setting 0  and   zyxx n == in (2.1.1) we get  
( )[ ] ( )[ ]001 ,, SzSxdSzxd nn ψψ =+  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )



























( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )






















( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]








































   
( )[ ] ( )[ ]















 ( ) ( ) ( )0000 ,, SzzdSzzd ψγβψ +≤  
Since ( )1,0, ∈γβ then ( )[ ] 0, 00 =Szzdψ , Which implies that ( ) 0, 00 =Szzd . Thus 00 Szz =  
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
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Now we are going to establish the uniqueness of fixed point theorem. Let 00 , zy  be two fixed point of S such 
that 00 z≠y , putting 00   and y x zy == in (2.1.1) we get  
( )[ ] ( )[ ]0000 ,, SzSydzyd ψψ =  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

















( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]


























( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )




















( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]


























( )[ ]00 ,)2( zydδψδγ +≤  
( ) ( )[ ]0000 ,)2(, zydzyd δψδγψ +≤  
 ( )[ ] 0, 00 =zydψ  
 ( ) 0, 00 =zyd   
 00 zy =  
 
 
Remark:In theorem (2.1) if 0==== ηγβα and tt =)(ψ  , we get the result of Banach [1]. 
 

















































For all x, y є M, x ≠ y, and for some α, β, γ, η, δ > 0 with   + 2	 + 2 +  +  < 1 then, S has a unique fixed 






Proof:It is enough, if we consider tt =)(ψ  in theorem (2.1) 
 
Col 2.1.b:  Let dM , be a complete metric space and let MMS →: be a mapping which satisfies the 
following condition: 
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For all x, y є M, x ≠ y, and for some α, β, γ, η, δ > 0 with   + 2	 + 2 +  +  < 1where 
++ → RR:ξ is a 
Lesbesgue-integrable mapping which is summable on compact subset of 
















)()( ξψ  in theorem (2.1), we get our result. 
Theorem 2.2:Let dM , be a complete metric space. Let Ψ∈ψ  and let MMS →: be a mapping which 
satisfies the following condition: 
( )[ ] ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }








  (2.2.1)  
For all x, y є M, x ≠ y, and for some α, β, γ,  > 0 with  2 + 	 + 2 < 1 then, S has a unique fixed point in






Proof:Let Mx∈ be an arbitrary point and let { }nx  be a sequence defined as follows 





Now  ( ) ( )[ ]nnnn SxSxdxxd ,, 11 −+ =ψψ  
 
( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }















( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }















( ) ( ) ( )11111 ,,, −++−+ ++≤ nnnnnn xxdxxdxxd γψβψαψ  
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from (2.1.2) we obtain ( )[ ] 0,lim 1 =+∞→ nnn xxdψ mn 
From the fact that Ψ∈ψ , we have ( )[ ] 0,lim 1 =+∞→ nnn xxd      (2.2.3)  
Now we will show that{ }nx  is a Cauchy sequence in M. suppose that { }nx  is not Cauchy sequence which 
means that there is a constant 0∈  such that for each positive integer k, there are positive integers m(k) and n(k) 
with m(k) > n(k) > k such that  
( ) ( )   ,xd   and      , 0)(1-m(k)0)()( <∈≥∈ knknkm xxxd   
From lemma (1.3) and Remark (1.4) we obtain  
( )
0)()( ,lim =∈∞→ knkmk
xxd        (2.2.4) 
( )   ,xd lim 01)(1m(k) =∈++∞→ knk x       (2.2.5) 
For )()(    and  knkm yyxx ==  from (2.2.1) we have 
( )[ ] ( )[ ])()(1)(1)( ,, knkmknkm SxSxdxxd ψψ =++  
( ) ( ){ }
( ) ( ){ }



















( ) ( ){ }
( ) ( ){ }






















Using (2.2.3), (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) we obtain 
( ) ( )[ ]
( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]
( ) ( )


























Since ∈  is arbitrary  ( ) ( ) ( )∈++≤∈ ψγβαψ  
Since ( ) ( )1,0∈++ γβα , we get a contradiction, and then { }nx is a Cauchy sequence in the complete metric 





Setting 0  and   zyxx n == in (2.2.1) we get  
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( )[ ] ( )[ ]001 ,, SzSxdSzxd nn ψψ =+  
( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }













( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }
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 ( ) ( ) ( )0000 ,, zSzdzSzd ψγβαψ ++≤  
Since ( )1,0∈++ γβα then ( )[ ] 0, 00 =Szzdψ , Which implies that ( ) 0, 00 =zSzd . Thus 00 Szz =  Now 
we are going to establish the uniqueness of fixed point theorem. Let 00 , zy  be two fixed point of S such that
00 z≠y , putting 00   and y x zy == in (3.2.1) we get ( )[ ] ( )[ ]0000 ,, SzSydzyd ψψ =  
( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }











( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }












( ) ( ) ( )











  ( )[ ] 0, 00 =zydψ  
 ( ) 0, 00 =zyd   
 00 zy =  
Hence proved 
Col2.2.a: Let dM , be a complete metric space and let MMs →: be a mapping which satisfies the 
following condition: 
( )[ ] ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }








    (2.2.a) 
for all x, y є M, x ≠ y, and for some α, β, γ,  > 0 with  2 + 	 + 2 < 1 then, S has a unique fixed point in






Proof:It is enough, if we consider tt =)(ψ  in theorem (2.2.1) 
Col 2.2.b:  Let dM , be a complete metric space and let MMs →: be a mapping which satisfies the 
following condition: 
( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }





















   (2.2.b)
 
For all x, y є M, x ≠ y, and for some α, β, γ > 0 with  2 + 	 + 2 < 1  where 
++ → RR:ξ is a Lesbesgue-
integrable mapping which is summable on compact subset of 
+R , non-negative and such that for each
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)()( ξψ  in theorem (2.2.1), we get our result. 
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